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 The gameplay of the game is a direct sequel to the gameplay of the first game, and includes all of the features of that game,
with only a few additions, such as new weapons and additional side missions. The game follows Nathan Drake, a treasure hunter
who was the main character from Uncharted 1: Among Thieves. Uncharted 2 was released in the United States on November 1,
2009, in the United Kingdom on November 3, and in the PAL regions on November 6. The PC version was released on June 29,
2010. The Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3 versions were released on June 30, 2010. Contents In the first level, you take control of a

treasure hunter, Nathan Drake, aboard a cargo ship that is transporting a huge statue of Hanuman. In the second level, Drake
must escape from the freighter after it crashes in a jungle, while the person controlling him hides weapons and trinkets behind
rocks. He finds the entrance to a secret cave where he must enter and fight off a horde of monsters. In the third level, Drake
searches for a way to escape after the ship is trapped in an underwater cave. He finds a submarine that allows him to escape.

The fourth level is based on an area of the Amazon jungle. Drake must escape a military base, and then search for a lost tribe to
find the treasure. In the fifth level, Drake searches a crumbling mansion for his mentor, Victor Sullivan. He encounters the main

antagonist, Sully, who gives him clues to find the treasure. In the sixth level, Drake must escape from a Brazilian prison. He is
rescued by Victor, and they escape from the prison together. In the seventh level, Drake and Victor must escape from an army

camp. In the eighth level, Drake must find a missing psychic who can help him locate the treasure. In the ninth level, Drake
must escape from a village of pygmies, while being chased by assassins. He discovers a room containing the treasure, but after
he unlocks it, it starts to suck him inside the treasure. The tenth level is based on an ancient burial site in Tibet, where Drake

must find the treasure after encountering a group of mercenaries. In the final level, Drake must locate and destroy the
mechanisms that are trying to access the treasure. After doing so, he searches the machine, which opens to reveal the treasure

chest. Plot In the year 1892, a group of treasure hunters known as The Drakes were hired by Victor Sullivan 82157476af
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